Is Chapter 11 an Option for Your Nonprofit? 
The Nuts & Bolts of Reorganizing
Today’s Program

• Welcome & Housekeeping Notes
• Panel Discussion
• Q&A with the Panel
• Closing Comments
Housekeeping Notes

• This entire webinar session is being recorded.
• Q&A is welcome during the presentation and at the end.
• Use the “chat” function to share your questions anytime.
• Conversations are based on our best understanding at this time.
• The attorney presentation features legal guidance, not legal advice.
Q&A
Resources

- FAQ’s For Financially Stressed Nonprofits
- Interview with Executive Director of YMCA of Marquette County and Elisabeth Von Eitzen
- COVID Response and Resources for Nonprofits
- MCR COVID-19 Nonprofit and Small Business Legal Clinic
- COVID Toolkit for Nonprofits- Coming Soon!

Contact our Panel:
Honorable Jeffrey R. Hughes- hughesetc@comcast.net
Elisabeth Von Eitzen- EVonEitzen@wnj.com
Todd Almassian- talmassian@kalawgr.com
Thank you for being a part of today’s conversation!

Please be sure to complete the evaluation at the end of the session.